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Kevin Mitnick
Kate Russell

View profile

Kate Russell is a journalist, reporter and
author, and has been writing about
technology and the Internet since 1995.
Kate currently appears regularly on BBC
technology programme ‘Click’ and writes a
monthly column for National Geographic
Traveller magazine.

View Profile

Kevin Mitnick is the world’s most famous
hacker, best-selling author, and the top
cybersecurity speaker. Once one of the FBI’s
Most Wanted, because he hacked into 40
major corporations just for the challenge,
Kevin is now a trusted security consultant to
the Fortune 500 and governments worldwide.

Dr Sue Black OBE

View profile

Recently named in the list of Top 50 Women
in Tech in Europe, Dr Sue Black is one of the
leading tech personalities in the UK today
with over 20 years’ experience, over 40
publications and a PhD in software
engineering to her name. Sue is a passionate
advocate for more women in tech and has
spent the last 20 years campaigning for more
recognition and support for women in
computing.

Nathalie Nahai
Terence Mauri

View profile

Terence Mauri speaks around the world
from Fortune 500 companies to fast
growing start-ups and is in high demand as
an Inc. Magazine Top 100 leadership
expert, speaker and mentor to top
organisations around the world. Terence
helps business leaders innovate, adapt and
succeed in the age of disruption in which
massive yet hard-to-predict upheavals are
expected.

View Profile

Nathalie Nahai is a web psychologist,
international speaker and author of the
best-selling book, Webs of Influence: The
Psychology of Online Persuasion. The
foremost expert in web psychology,
Nathalie helps businesses apply scientific
rigour to their website design, content
marketing and products.

Andrew Grill

View profile

Practical Futurist Andrew Grill is an
internationally renowned thought leader and
Global Managing Partner of IBM Social
Consulting. Andrew is an expert in the fields of
digital transformation, digital strategy and
social media networks, speaking to and
consulting for organisations worldwide to
develop their strategy in a world rife with digital
disruption.

Inmaculada Martinez
Geoff White

View profile

Investigative journalist Geoff White’s
exclusives have covered everything from
fraud in the internet dating industry to the
shadowy world of Russian cybercrime
gangs. Geoff works mainly for Channel 4
News and the BBC, with a focus on tech
security, online crime, personal data and
privacy.

View Profile

Inmaculada Martinez is a pioneer in the
mobile industry, a technology product
maverick and data scientist, having been
behind the major innovation advances in web
and mobile, such as data-mining and A.I,
Behavioural Learning and Sentiment Analysis.

Alex Hunter

View profile

Alex Hunter is a branding and customer
experience expert, keynote speaker, and
angel investor. Alex served as the Global
Head of Online for the Virgin Group,
overseeing the Virgin brand’s global digital
strategy in its entirety, as well as Sir Richard
Branson’s personal digital strategy.

Simon Wheatcroft
Anne-Marie Imafidon MBE

View profile

From child prodigy to MBE, Anne-Marie
Imafidon is Head Stemette and co-founder
of Stemettes, the award-winning social
enterprise inspiring the next generation of
females into Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) roles
via a series of prestigious events and
opportunities.

View Profile

Simon Wheatcroft’s unique blend of
ferocious drive, along with his background
in technology and psychology, enables him
to push the boundaries of possibility and
challenge the audience to explore what
they can achieve.

Kevin Warwick

View profile

Professor Kevin Warwick is the world’s
leading expert in Cybernetics and became
the world’s first cyborg in a groundbreaking set of scientific experiments in
which he had a silicon chip implanted into
the nerves in his arm.

Andrew Bastawrous
Calum Chase

View profile

Calum Chace is a sought-after speaker and
best-selling writer on artificial intelligence. He
focuses on the medium and long-term impact
of AI on all of us as individuals, societies and
economies.

View Profile

Dr Andrew Bastawrous is Co-Founder &
CEO of Peek Vision, a social impact
organisation working to radically increase
access to eye care in some of the most
challenging places in the world. Andrew has
published over 40 peer-reviewed articles
focusing on international eye health and
mobile technology in healthcare and has coauthored four book chapters.

Nicklas Bergman

View profile

Nicklas Bergman spent the last 25 years
working as an entrepreneur and technology
investor, mostly focusing on investments
and business development in emerging
markets, instrumentation, nanotechnology,
computing, new materials and new media
art, currently through close to 15 direct and
indirect investments.

Anders Sörman-Nilsson
Simon Moores

View profile

Futurist, strategic thinker, speaker and special
advisor, Simon Moores has been closely
associated with the origin of the expression
‘Digital Divide’. His present focus is on cuttingedge innovation, Big Data, disruptive
technologies, threat management, financial
crime and the evolution and direction of the
internet and its ecosystem.

View Profile

Anders Sörman-Nilson (LLB / EMBA) is a
global futurist and innovation strategist
who helps leaders decode trends, decipher
what’s next and turn provocative questions
into proactive strategies. With an average
of 240 international travel days a year,
Anders’ view is that the future and the now
are converging in a city or start-up near you,
giving the curious, the creative and the
courageous a competitive and sustainable
edge.

Dhiraj Mukherjee

View profile

Dhiraj Mukherjee is an experienced digital
business executive and entrepreneur, with a
proven track record in both corporate and
start-up environments. Dhiraj is responsible
for co-founding the billion-dollar company
Shazam. Recognised by the Financial Times as
one of Europe’s Top 50 technology
entrepreneurs in 2015, Dhiraj was previously
Head of Banking Innovation at Virgin Money,
where he was responsible for developing and
implementing disruptive new digital banking
products, propositions and partnerships.

